
 

ABSTRACT 

Headed bars provide an alternative to hooked bars and assist in 

reducing steel congestion and ease its fabrication. However, the use of 

headed reinforcement and hooked bars is restricted to bars in tension only 

and shall not be considered effective in developing bars in compression 

according to the ACI-318 code. Although, the development length of 

straight bars in compression is much less than that required for tension, 

there are situations where a smaller development length in compression is 

required. Examples are at roof columns supporting flat plates and at beam-

column joints subjected to seismic loads. From previous tests of cyclic 

loading of beam-column joints, the use of double mechanical anchorages 

provides a promising solution for bars loaded in compression, but it has not 

been verified by direct tests. This paper presents a result of experimental 

study for assessing the bond behavior in tension and compression of dual 

headed reinforcing bars. A total 35 pullout tests and bar compression tests 

were performed to study the effect of different parameters on anchorage 

behavior of bars with dual heads. The main parameters studied were 

concrete strength, concrete cover, head area and distance between heads. 

The results showed that dual headed bars loaded in compression exhibit 

significant improvement in anchorage capacity through increasing 

embedment length and improving mode of failure. The increase in 

anchorage strength was more than 300% in comparison with specimens 

with single headed bars. While a slight decrease in anchorage capacity was 

recorded for bars loaded in tension. The average pullout capacity for dual 

headed bars was about 5% less than the single headed bar capacity. 

However, the loss in anchorage capacity for bars with dual heads in tension 

was very small in comparison to the gain attained in anchorage capacity in 

compression. The output results were compared with results from CCD 

method and an adjustment of the method was proposed to better fit the 



 

experimental results. The results of test specimens were used to develop 

descriptive equation to characterize the anchorage strength of dual headed 

bars loaded in compression. 

 

 

 

 


